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"Eleven Hibakusha - survivors of August 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki - relate their first-hand experience of the blast and its impact on their lives. Each pleads for abolishing nuclear
weapons and promoting peace. Includes original art an
A wonderful collection of 20 popular, beautiful and fun-to-play songs for beginning to intermediate guitar students. The melody, an easy strumming pattern, chord diagrams and complete lyrics are provided
with each song, so students can choose to either play the melody or strum to accompany themselves as they sing. Large-sized music, TAB and diagrams make the songs easy to read, even for beginners.
The 48-page book also contains a review of music reading, tablature and chord diagrams. This handy songbook is the perfect tool for guitar teachers seeking fun musical activities to keep their students
happy and involved with music making.

The Glencoe Literature Grammar Practice Workbook contains grammar, usage, and mechanics worksheets to help students review and practice language skills. Activities can be
used in conjunction with the Grammar Minilessons in the text or integrated with any selection.
Mosaic is a colorful, ever-changing art form that appeals to a wide range of artists. When mosaic art is combined with environmental awareness, the results are particularly
stunning, as non-conventional items such as handles salvaged from broken dressers and broken chips of antique china can be incorporated into unique, environmentally friendly
pique assiette mosaic projects. Mosaic - The Art of Reusing features 25 projects that are vivid, vibrant, and inspirational. There are vintage mirrors and dressers; decorative art
deco style wall hangings; striking 3D sculptures; and practical home features such as a flight of steps
Studying Psychology at AS level? Here's your chance to learn it, love it, and get a better grade than you may have thought possible with WJEC Psychology for AS! Our writing team includes
experienced examiners and authors who have written exactly to the WJEC specification from scratch. They have covered every option in the AS specification in manageable sections. Core
information is set out simply - supported by illustrated key terms and examples to help you understand topics and concepts from a new angle. When you've got the basics, there is a raft of
activities and exam help preparing you for assessment. Inside the colourfully designed and illustrated pages you'll find features to help you: - Identify key topics, plan your learning and revise
for the exam - Guidance on both A01 and more complex A02 questions - Extension activities for reinforcing key ideas and helping boost grades. So take this chance to breeze your AS with a
complete topic guide and exam support in WJEC Psychology.
Here's a journal designed for ease and flexibility that also gives you an inspiring quote as you go about your writing. Journal pages are half blank and half lined allowing for more purposes,
such as sketching as well as writing. Enjoy this journal and have an inspired time writing.
The day Richard and Linda saw Low Arvie, a run down and neglected farm in Galloway in rural southwest Scotland, they knew they had found their future home. But they could not foresee
quite how their life would change in so many ways. Beginning with their struggle to move not just themselves and their belongings, but Linda's redoubtable ninety-year-old mother, two-hundred
miles north, The Ladies of Low Arvie chronicles Richard and Linda's journey to fulfill their dream. The Ladies themselves are the herd of pedigree Black Galloway cows they purchased and
brought to Low Arvie to inhabit its acres, bringing with them much joy and a little tragedy along the way. Richard and Linda set about learning the ropes of keeping cattle under EC regulations
and to cope with broken machinery and the vagaries of the Scottish weather, where all four seasons sometimes occur on the same day. Just how they overcome their hurdles, helped time and
again by coincidence and the kindness of their new neighbours, and how the Ladies themselves settle into their new home is at the heart of this gentle and sometimes moving account of
Scottish country life.
This volume claims to explain what the image on the Turin shroud actually is and to show step-by-step how the author believes it was created, aiming to prove beyond reasonable doubt not
only who created the image and why, but also whose image appears on the shroud. Using the most up-to-date techniques of computer analysis and imaging, this work looks in depth at the
shroud, its possible creator and his techniques, alchemical secrets and the centuries-old conspiracies of silence.

This literature was commissioned by the Scottish Executive to update previous reviews relating to mental health legislation. It considers literature from the perspective of all
stakeholders, highlighting important themes, making national and international comparisons, where possible, and identifying gaps within the literature.
Poetry. THREE YEARS FROM UPSTATE is a book of poetry fascinated by the epic strain of John Milton and the romances of William Shakespeare. "Often breathtaking,
Regier's poetry always remains rooted in our most common vernacular without pretense, yet in no way pedestrian. Out of ordinary subjects he creates magical stories that unfold
in the most familiar spaces: the street, our beds, a motel in the countryside"--Michael Hafftka. "THREE YEARS FROM UPSTATE is an exhilarating epic of story-poems.
Compelling tales richly infested with free-falling images, Regier's book enacts a world of beggar-kings and philosophical ideas dropped as quickly as words from mouths. THREE
YEARS doesn't fit pre-existing conversations, but wants to provoke a new discussion, with a gambit of poetry startled by storytelling"--Thalia Field.
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